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Introduction: Fans want change

Scottish football needs and deserves a future. As a movement of some 50,000 fans (and growing) the Scottish
Football Supporters Association (SFSA) believes that it really is possible to renew, reform and reclaim the game.
But the engine of that transformation has to be those who love and follow the game. That is what this Fans’
Manifesto is all about.
In 2015 we asked football supporters across Scotland what they wanted to see for the future. We got an amazing
10,000 responses. Among the mass of ideas and comments there were aspirations large and small. In this document
we have distilled some of the biggest ones, and combined them with ideas that have now been in circulation –
buttressed by a number of other surveys – for some time.
This Manifesto contains nine key pointers towards the future of football game in Scotland. It is intended not as an
end, but as the beginning of a renewed national conversation that needs to reach out well beyond the established
boundaries if it is going to bring credible action.
Earlier last year, when SFSA was launching, Henry McLeish, a former First Minister of Scotland and someone who
has been involved centrally in proposals for the reform of Scottish football, called for a National Summit on the
subject. The idea was to bring together the key stakeholders in the game – including ourselves – for the purposes
of re-galvanizing energy for change.
We see this Manifesto as a key agenda-setter for such a continuing national conversation. It draws directly on
input from the fans. There continues to be different views about the future, of course. But none of them will work
unless supporters and communities are not only ‘on board’, but actively engaged in remaking Scottish football.
This Manifesto summarises in just 250 words (with some further unpacking in this booklet) what an agenda for
radical but realistic change at every level of Scottish football can look like. Over the coming months SFSA aims
to back up the Fans’ Manifesto with action.
•	We are endorsing the call for a national dialogue on the Future of Scottish Football – prior to this we will set
up a range of independent Working Parties to take these proposals forward.
• We are engaging political parties in Scotland ahead of the May 2016 elections.
• We are following up other ideas from our fans’ survey.
• We are initiating policy documents in relation to each of the key areas.
• We are pressing for representation of fans at all levels of the game.
•	We are creating practical projects such as fans’ awards, a fans’ bank, ways of linking football with grassroots
education and health, and more.
To achieve these aims we will be looking to bring thousands more fans into our movement for change, and to
generate the resources to make it possible. Join us!
Simon Barrow
SFSA Chairman

Paul Goodwin
SFSA CEO
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Unpacking the key Manifesto points

There’s momentum for real change in Scottish football. In a few months,
nearly 50,000 fans have created Scotland’s first, largest and independent
Scottish Football Supporters Association (SFSA). Now we are translating
togetherness into action. Our game needs to be renewed, reformed and
reclaimed. There are no quick solutions; but we have to take solid steps
forward. This Fans’ Manifesto kick-starts that process. It is based on direct
input from 10,000 fans. The next step is a summit involving all major
stakeholders in the game. The future of football in Scotland begins here.

Here we provide some brief commentary on the discussion and action
points raised by the Fans’ Manifesto. It is important to recognise that
the individual points all fit together and reinforce one another. We need
‘whole system’ transformation, as well as individual changes. That’s why
a National Summit is vital – bringing together football authorities, fans,
club representatives, player representatives, sympathetic people from the
media, and those with real expertise in commercial, community and
sporting development to look at how we can support one another in
improving and re-energising the entire game. In addition, the summary
below illustrates ways in which the SFSA is already looking to put this
Manifesto into action.

RENEW THE GAME
01 Bring back the fans through competitive pricing and family facilities at every club
02 Make football in Scotland media-friendly and innovative at every level
03 Re-market the Scottish game, pressing for financial fair shares and transparency
REFORM THE GAME
04 Rebuild the game with larger divisions, more variety and improved competition
05 Equip every club to be a ‘community hub’ for wellbeing and entertainment
06 Re-invest in youth through fresh plans for training and education
RECLAIM THE GAME
07 A
 ‘diversity drive’: 25% fan representation on all governing bodies in five years, 50% women,
a permanent place for the national fans’ body
08 Regular, independent auditing and review of the performance of governing bodies and clubs
09	Extend community and collaborative ownership, create a fans’ right to bid or buy when
clubs are for sale, create a fans’ bank or fund

#reclaimthegame #fansfirst
We believe in Scottish football. Join us.
Make the future happen: www.scottishfsa.org
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Bring back the fans through competitive pricing and
family facilities at every club

Make Scottish football media-friendly and innovative
at every level

The cost of watching live football in Scotland is pricing too many people out of the game. Investing in facilities that
make a day out at the football a positive, family-friendly, value-for-money experience is vital. This ties in with marketing,
media and improving quality and competitiveness on the pitch. A joined-up approach is needed – with innovative
pricing and fan experience ideas being shared across the game, and active discussion with supporters about how
to get more people coming through the turnstiles.

There’s a negative pall around Scottish football at the moment. That needs to change. When the SFSA launched last
year, one of our posters read: “I believe in Scottish football.” That’s the way it should be. Regenerating a sense of real
belief and hope in the future of the Scottish game is vital. By embracing change, we can make that happen. But it’s
also very much about positive communication at every level.

One supporter sets out the challenge in personal terms: “Can we go and see the team play? It’s a regular request
on Saturday morning. Yes, if we have time and can fit it into the other sporting and family commitments, is the
regular response.
To do so results in a groan from the wallet. One ticket for myself at £20 plus two under-16 tickets at £5 each. That’s
£30 drain before the match commences. At half time there’s another £10 or more for pies and other refreshments.
We have now spent £40 to watch often-mediocre football in generally cold and wet conditions, never mind the choice
language from some home supporters.
“Would I find time to watch more games at my local club if the cost was less? Probably, as family entertainment lasting
two hours provides a ready excuse. By contrast, we can get a family ticket for four at the cinema for £30, keep the
whole family happy, pay less and stay warm and dry, too! Meanwhile, my son is the proud owner of two football strips.
The latest kit would cost £60 to purchase. Last year’s fits just fine, so the answer is no.”
In summary: at present it’s a tough ask on the household budget for families to watch football on a regular basis and
support their team through merchandise purchases. There are many competing claims for the ‘entertainment spend’,
and few are in a position to accommodate all of the family’s requests. It is up to football to reach out to those people,
and to become – as the Manifesto also suggests – hubs of community health and entertainment, as well as football.

At every professional club in Scotland there are supporters with direct experience in the media – papers, radio,
television, the Internet and social media. Every club needs a proactive ‘media operation’ to promote what they have
to offer and reach out to people in the community. It may not be possible in the short-run to employ someone to
do this at all clubs. But building up a communications fund, offering facilities and help to media volunteers, having a
media/communications plan, proactively inviting in journalists, and looking at every opportunity to spread the word
about why the game and the club are special: all that can and should be done. The tie-in with marketing (see below)
is absolutely vital, too. As is direct communication with fans through mailings and meetings with the board, owners,
players and staff.
Football needs to reach out to communications professionals, to create media for and by its supporters, to challenge
negativity about Scottish football, and to spread the good news about a game that’s on the move. Similarly, there
needs to be a renewed conversation between the football and broadcasting authorities about widening opportunities
for coverage – along the lines that BBC Alba, new deals around a revamped League Cup, and Sportscene beginning
to delve below Premiership Level point to. Also, Scotland’s digital media is expanding, and that should provide fresh
opportunities for innovation.
At a national level, there should be more money coming into the game from and for broadcasting as part of better
television services for Scotland. First Minister Nicola Sturgeon spoke out about this in 2015, and there is a growing
consensus across the political spectrum around the need for better Scottish coverage on the BBC and elsewhere.
We are looking to create a Media Working Group to look at the range of possibilities for promoting and communicating
Scottish football better.
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Re-market the Scottish game, pressing for financial
fair shares and transparency

Fan type proportions

There has been far too little work done in Scotland on understanding the core football audience. Over the years the
demographic has changed considerably. As society moves on we have seen the preponderance of men from heavy
industry make way for a different type of supporter, reflecting the larger changes in our country and its economy.
A quick glance at most clubs will show record attendances that now make remarkable reading from a different period
in the life cycle of the game. Since the halcyon days (for attendances) the number of paying customers coming
through the turnstiles has been in decline. But with more fans per head of population following the game in Scotland
than any other European country, we still have huge potential to build on for regenerating the game.
Knowing and understanding the ‘supporter journey’ is essential for maximising commercial revenues at both club
and at national association level, as well as having better intelligence for making marketing decisions. Though our
copyrighted Fan Loyalty Ladder, we have completed the biggest ever segmentation exercise on Scottish Football.
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SFSA can assist Scottish football by developing marketing knowledge through ongoing ‘customer experience data’
to help drive the game forward. To do this we wish to create a Football Marketing Working Group that will develop
a range of innovative and compelling solutions to help rebuild the Scottish game. This will involve helping clubs with
our wide customer experience knowledge, and rewarding performance through awards.
In return, Scottish football needs to develop much more internal transparency and communication about commercial
development, to ensure financial transparency at club and national association level, and to re-open the conversation
about ‘fairer shares’ from revenue across the game – based on the conviction that the flourishing of each club
depends upon the flourishing of the game as a whole.
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Rebuild the game with larger divisions, more variety
and improved competition
You may like a movie. You may watch it again on TV if nothing else is on. But would you keep paying to see it at least
four times (maybe more) in a matter of months? Would the people who run cinemas expect you to come back and
watch the same cast run through the same plot several times each year? From a fans’ point of view, those who run
our football clubs ask us to do that season after season. To compound that, they keep asking us to pay more for it
every year, move the date a game is played at short notice, and get fans to travel long distances to accommodate
changed scheduling at times when sometimes there is no public transport.
Last year, the chairman of one ambitious Championship club stuck his head above the parapet and restarted the
reconstruction debate, calling for a 16-team top league. Survey after survey shows that this is what the vast majority
of supporters want. The usual response is that “it doesn’t work financially”. But the business model for Scottish
football which produces this response is itself failing. Renewing the supporter base and achieving a turnaround in
Scottish football depends not just on structural reform to do with how the game is managed, owned, communicated
and marketed, but upon what is unappealingly referred to as “the product”. Football itself. From the supporters’
perspective that has to mean more variety and more competition, as well as an improving quality of play.

Most Premiership Clubs and the larger ones in the Championship have an annual turnover of less than £4 million.
Most others are far smaller. We are talking about small businesses. Arguments against larger, more competitive
leagues have been built upon the false premises that attendances and TV deals would collapse with the loss of four
Old Firm games per season. But the past three seasons have painted a different picture. In fact Scotland has always
had one of the poorest television deals of any mid-tier UEFA country, while our match day attendance figures, per
head of population, remain amongst the highest in Europe. Consequently, a higher proportion of income is from fans,
and it makes sense to cater to their needs first – as well as getting better TV deals (see media and marketing, above).
The argument that attendances are always better with smaller leagues is a myth, but one that is widely believed
because it seems logical. However, statistical analysis has shown that match attendances are primarily driven by
how well teams are performing, in particular the home team in each fixture. For example, in past seasons where
Hearts or Aberdeen were winning games and competing well, their home attendances versus Partick Thistle or
Kilmarnock were considerably higher than their home attendances (even against Celtic or Rangers) in seasons where
they were playing poorly and not competing. Competition and a strong ‘second tier’ of teams are crucial to higher
attendances. Our argument is that clubs playing at a higher level in larger leagues will drive season ticket sales and
overall attendance, in tandem with providing a better fan experience and more competitive pricing, so that overall
revenue can increase. That is before considering all the additional benefits of larger leagues, such as being able to
play younger players earlier.
SFSA has commended our football authorities for seeking to renew Cup competitions, starting with the League
Cup. Long overdue attention is also being to winter breaks and summer football. There is more to be done here, too.
Several years ago a ‘Fans’ Plan’ for the restructuring of the game was launched, but without sufficient momentum and
media attention. Now is the time to repeat such an exercise. Similarly, ‘Fans’ Forums’ (following the development at
clubs such as Falkirk) can provide a path forward – in association with wider market research, as set out above –
in tapping into supporter intelligence as part of an ongoing reconstruction process.
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Equip every club to be a ‘community hub’ for wellbeing
and entertainment

Re-invest in youth through fresh plans for training
and education

A football club is, should be, and can be a major community focus if it can develop the right facilities and approach
to engaging local people – existing fans, potential new fans, and those whose primary interest is not football, but who
can be drawn in to benefit from what the club has to offer more widely, so providing support for the primary activity.

Rebuilding Scottish football can only happen through renewed energy and investment at the grassroots, and especially
among young people as active participants. It is now 18 years since Scotland’s national team last qualified for a major
international tournament. Our club sides are regularly knocked out of Europe before our league season has even
started. In truth, and despite denials from some quarters, there has been a shocking drop in quality across all aspects
of our game.

Many football clubs are located in places of health and social deprivation, for example. They have the opportunity
to play a role in local regeneration and in wellbeing issues such as exercise, dietary change, medical checks and
information about other services. We need to build on and extend existing initiatives in this area. The Scottish
Government, the NHS, local authorities and community or charitable organisations can be engaged beneficially to
develop and extend appropriate facilities through football clubs. More innovative, flexible and imaginative thinking
is needed on the practical connection between football and community health and wellbeing.
It is a similar story with education. Here the Scottish Football Supporters Association is already involved in the ‘Get
Sum Kicks’ initiative that links maths learning with school kids attending football matches. Our pilot programme will
seek both to use sport to enhance the potential of pupils who need bringing up to speed on basic skills, and to make
the link between schools, youth organisations and football clubs. This is a ‘win-win’ opportunity for all involved, and
can provide a relatively low-cost and high-impact approach to community betterment.
Central to all of this is getting clubs, both professional and junior, to think afresh about their place and role in the
local community, with active involvement and support from fans. One way forward could be a specific Community
Football Fund, as well as shared information on grant-making opportunities, and community contact teams. Twinning
and pairing with charities and neighbourhood agencies is another opportunity, as well as joint branding of facilities.
The SFSA can be the catalyst for this change.

Schools football and the S-form system of 30 years ago produced more players for every level of the game than the
current pro-youth system. It is important to recognise this fact. There was once a time when European Cup winning
sides such as Liverpool and Nottingham Forest had Scottish players through the spine of their teams. Even more
importantly, our clubs offered their young players a pathway to a first team without it being simply a matter that they
could not afford any other option.
So, what has happened? Why is our game sliding backwards with every passing season? This in turn produces other
questions. Have imports stalled the development of young players? Is the coaching of our kids good enough? Have
we rewarded some young footballers with too much too soon, for too little a return? Do our biggest clubs adopt the
best strategy for their, and our country’s, ambitions? Do we need a new, nationally resourced strategy for growing
young football talent across Scotland?
The Strachan-McClair plan needs evaluation and input from those closest to youth football development throughout
our game. SFSA is proposing an independent inquiry into fresh opportunities for renewing football at the grassroots
and among upcoming generations.
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A ‘diversity drive’: 25% fan representation on all
governing bodies in five years, 50% women, a permanent
place for the national fans’ body
Those pushing forward the future of Scottish football need to better reflect those whose passion is at the heart of the
game. We need what SFSA is calling a ‘diversity drive’ across the governing institutions of our game.
At present there is a gross under-representation of fans in boardrooms and in the official, national bodies. SFSA is
proposing a binding, time-specific target for an immediate increase in supporter representation, with a specific target
for gender balance, which varies from non-existent to woeful at present. Women such as Ann Budge and Justine
Mitchell have brought fresh energy into the game at senior level.
We need both a culture shift and a demographic shift among the bodies that run Scottish football – and a permanent
and respected place for the national fans’ body in the overall setup. Also, how positive would it be if clubs could
eventually be represented by fans as well as CEOs and directors within the League body?
Such changes are important because of the very character of the game. Football supporters hate being called
customers. This is because following a football club is a very different experience than buying any other type of
product or service. If your supermarket becomes to expensive you shop elsewhere, if your car manufacture cheats
you by falsifying emissions data, you lose trust and will buy another brand the next time around. The reality of clubs
as small business operations has to be recognised, but those who pass through the turnstiles need to be treated as
truly part of a club, and represented well at every level of the game.

Football is the ultimate sporting passion with more followers around the globe than any other sport. For football
fans once you make an emotional attachment to a team it is, more often than not, for life. These loyalties have been
related to family traditions embedded within the communities we hail from. But these unique, intense bonds are
being stretched and challenged by many aspects of life in a modern, consumer society – and when supporters are
treated by club owners, commercial arrangements and indeed the football authorities as ‘add-ons’ or as unworthy
of proper engagement, the long term damage to the game is great. That is why rebuilding trust and reforming
structures go together. Two titans of the game understood this perfectly. Bill Shankly said, “We do it all for the fans”,
while Jock Stein observed, “You can have the best teams in the world playing in the best stadiums, but without fans
it means nothing”.
In Scottish football, fans have never had a collective voice. It has therefore been too easy for some in the game to
keep them at distance and offer them platitudes. No other ‘customer base’ for any other industry would survive under
such conditions. The present position in football is untenable. The custodians of our clubs need to ensure that, at the
very least, they are open, transparent and accountable to the audience they serve. In addition, the emergence of the
SFSA, as Scotland’s first independent, representative national fans’ body, creates both the opportunity and necessity
for representation at the highest levels. It is important to note that it is for us as fans to decide who represents us –
not anyone else!
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Regular, independent auditing and review of the
performance of governing bodies and clubs

Extend community and collaborative ownership,
create a fans’ right to bid or buy when clubs are for sale,
create a fans’ bank or fund

When a fan is asked how well is the club they are following is doing they can point to a league table. This quickly
establishes the quality of the on-field performance at any given time. Of course the reality of football means that there
will be fluctuations in performance depending on a range of variable factors. But the beauty is that a league table
never finally lies, its judgment is there for posterity. However, when we are asked to rate the performance of the club
as a business there are few clear criteria. This is because of a complete lack of transparency throughout the game.
Often it is only when a crisis emerges that we get to see how a club is actually managed.

It is essential that the current negative attitude towards community ownership in some circles within Scottish football
be ended once and for all. Football clubs are key components of the community they emerged from. There is no one
ownership model that fits all scenarios. SFSA respects and admires many of the benefactors who are involved in our
game. However, we are also mindful that many other investors have taken some of our largest and most respected
football institutions into administration. We favour a ‘mixed football economy’, but we also firmly believe that football
supporters are the key stakeholder at any club, and that their views must be a priority when it comes to any sale of
the club or of its assets.

This lack of transparency is being questioned and changed in the banking and commercial sectors. It is no longer
acceptable in Scottish football. Clubs have to maximize their effectiveness and live within their means. We want to
see independent monitoring and evaluation of the off-field performance of clubs and governing bodies in all areas,
from financial transparency to customer service. This includes performance tables. The SFSA will seek to reward
high performers through our annual awards. We believe that strong supporter- and community-focused clubs will find
themselves in a better position to thrive and to attract new revenue streams, creating a virtuous circle for the game
and breaking down mistrust about transparency and fan engagement in boardrooms.
In recent times the reputation of both the Scottish Football Association (SFA) and the Scottish Professional Football
League (SPFL) have likewise suffered. This reflects badly on the game and hampers our ability to attract new
investment into the sport. In modern commerce, most of the major brands and businesses evaluate customer
feedback on a daily, weekly and monthly basis. Looking at the SFSA survey results from over 10,000 fans, the Net
Promoter score for our two national bodies is revealing and concerning.
The gulf between those who run football and those who love it and pay for it is far too wide to be healthy, which is
why substantial reform in the boardrooms and throughout the governing bodies is in their interest, the fans’ interest,
and the interests of Scottish football as a whole.

We will seek to work with all parties (clubs and fans’ groups), using our knowledge, experience and contacts, to
support the outcome of the 2015/16 Scottish Government consultation process on support involvement – ranging
from engagement to a statutorily backed right to bid or buy. In the meantime, we will establish, with immediate effect,
a financial working party to give both clubs and fans an alternative to mainstream funding mechanisms through a
version of a ‘Fans Bank’.
It is also our long term conviction that a strong, vibrant, professional fans’ organisation is an essential part of the fabric
of our game. We propose a small levy on gate revenue to support such an organization, as is done by the Football
Association and Premier League to the Football Supporters Federation in England.
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About SFSA
The Scottish Football Supporters Association (SFSA) provides a platform for the ordinary Scottish football fan to have
a say in the running of the game in Scotland.
We are a voluntary organisation funded by donations from fans and from other interested parties who believe that it is
essential that the interests of the key stakeholders are represented, and that football clubs and the football authorities
are held accountable to those stakeholders.
SFSA’s activities revolve around fan representation, supporting community ownership, campaigns and research.
More about our structure and the democratic procedure we are developing can be found at: http://scottishfsa.org/
Follow the SFSA on Twitter at: @scottishfsa and on Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/scottishfsa/
Our organisation is free to join for fans groups and for individuals who have a common aim of ensuring that Scottish
football thrives for future generations to enjoy. Go to: http://scottishfsa.org/reclaimthegame/
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